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INTRODUCTION

Meningioangiomatosis is a rare hamartomatous or meningiovascular lesion involving the 
central nervous system.[1] ere is often a predilection for the frontal and temporal lobes.[2] 
e most common clinical presentation is headache and seizures.[1,2] Radiographic findings of 
meningioangiomatosis are variable depending on the histologic components of the mass.[1] 
Meningioangiomatosis is typically cortical based and can present as a solitary or multiple lesions. 
It demonstrates variable degrees of calcification, cystic degeneration, and enhancement.[1,3] ese 
variable appearances can make radiologic diagnosis a challenge. In this report, we present a case 
which demonstrates a predominately calcified mass which is one of the many variable imaging 
findings and subsequent positive response following surgical resection.

CASE REPORT

A 17-year-old woman with no significant medical history originally presented with a generalized 
tonic-clonic seizure episode which lasted for approximately 1 min. She also reported headache 
and dizziness. After initial seizure event subsided, physical examination was unremarkable 
without focal deficits. Laboratory findings were unremarkable. An EEG was performed during 
wakefulness and sleep and was normal.

At time of initial presentation, a non-contrast CT of the head found a densely calcified mass in 
the left temporal lobe [Figure 1]. MRI demonstrated a hypointense mass on T1- and T2-weighted 
imaging with some associated heterogeneous contrast enhancement [Figure  2]. e mass 
appeared to encase the left middle cerebral artery. e patient opted for non-surgical treatment 
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and was closely followed with medical management of her 
seizures. She continued with non-operative management, 
and the mass appeared stable on imaging for several years.

Her last known seizure episode was 2 years after the initial 
presentation, but she had continued intermittent dizziness 
and headache. Eight years later, the patient opted to undergo 
left temporal craniotomy for near total resection of the 
mass. Total resection could not be performed as the mass 
was found to be interdigitated and intercalated with the 
middle cerebral artery vessels. Pathology demonstrated 
innumerable and confluent psammoma bodies intimately 
associated with extensive fibrotic bundles [Figure  3]. 
Perivascular proliferation of spindled cells was consistent 
with a meningothelial origin. ese findings are supportive 
of meningioangiomatosis. MRI demonstrated the expected 
post-operative changes including evidence of partial 

resection with the residual around the surgical cavity 
[Figure  4]. Postoperatively, the patient remains seizure free 
and has noted some subjective improvement in headaches 
and dizziness symptoms.

DISCUSSION

Meningioangiomatosis is typically divided into a sporadic 
subtype and a subtype associated with neurofibromatosis 
Type 2 (NF2).[1,4,5] One of the most common presentations 
for the sporadic subtype is headache and seizures and will 
typically occur in young adults or children.[1] Some of the 
most typical locations are the frontal and temporal lobes 
and typically is cortical based. In one study, it was found to 
occur sporadically in 75% of patients and was associated with 
neurofibromatosis in 25% of patients.[4] In that same study, 
the mean age of diagnosis in sporadic cases was 28 and in 
cases associated with neurofibromatosis, the mean age was 
21.[4] Sporadic cases are usually symptomatic and solitary 
lesions, whereas the NF2 ones are often asymptomatic and 
multiple lesions with meningioangiomatosis discovered as an 
incidental finding.[6]

Imaging findings of meningioangiomatosis are 
variable.[7] On CT, it most commonly demonstrates some 
degree of calcification.[4,8,9] On MRI, it will most commonly 
show some degree of calcification and contrast enhancement. 
One study found that calcification was prevalent in 89.6% of 
cases.[8] MRI will typically demonstrate lesion confined to the 
cortex. One of the most common appearances on MRI with be 
hypointense on T1, hyperintense on T2 with approximately 
80% demonstrating some degree of enhancement.[8,9] e 
degree of susceptibility artifact depends on the amount of 
calcification associated with the lesion.

Due to the variable appearance on imaging, the 
differential diagnosis is broad and includes meningioma, 
oligodendroglioma, calcifying pseudoneoplasm of the 

Figure  1: A 17-year-old woman with meningioangiomatosis 
presented with seizures and persistent headache and dizziness. 
Non-contrast head CT image demonstrated a densely calcified mass 
(arrow) in the left temporal lobe.

Figure 2: A 17-year-old woman with meningioangiomatosis presented with seizures and persistent headache and dizziness. (a) Brain MRI 
T2/FLAIR image revealed a hypointense lesion (arrow) in the left temporal lobe. (b) Brain MRI T1-weighted image showed corresponding 
heterogeneous hypointense signal (arrow). (c) Brain MRI post-contrast T1-weighted image further demonstrated irregular enhancement 
(arrow) in close association with the left middle cerebral artery.
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neuraxis, cavernous malformation, ganglioglioma, 
granulomatous disease, low-grade astrocytoma, or 
metastasis.[10] Compared to meningioangiomatosis, 
gliomas typically show surrounding hyperintense FLAIR 
signal. Meningiomas are typically dural based, whereas 
meningioangiomatosis is typically cortically based. 
Cavernous malformations could be distinguished by 
multiloculated appearance with T2-weighted hypointense 
rim. Some studies have suggested that gyriform 

hyperintensity on FLAIR imaging is one of the main 
features of meningioangiomatosis.[10] Rarely, it is possible 
to see hemorrhage associated with the mass.[7] is wide 
differential makes it difficult to diagnose preoperatively, 
but suggestion of this disease process may be important 
as meningioangiomatosis is benign without a malignant 
potential.[7]

e main differential diagnoses from a pathology standpoint 
include meningioma and vascular malformation.[6] In general, 
vascular malformations lack the perivascular proliferations 
of meningothelial cells and also lack psammoma bodies. 
Meningiomas consist of masses of syncytial cells arranged in 
lobules, fascicles, or whorls. Brain tissue is not intermixed, 
unless the meningioma is cortically invasive – in which 
case, the meningioma surrounds reactive brain parenchyma. 
Rarely, meningioangiomatosis can be associated with 
meningioma.[3,6,11] In these cases, the meningioma is broadly 
attached to the cortical surface (en plaque), with a transitional 
zone with the underlying meningioangiomatosis.[3]

Although in many cases, surgical resection is the typical 
treatment strategy, in some cases, adjuvant radiation 
therapy has been used when an incomplete excision has 
been performed.[3] Meningioangiomatosis is a slow-growing 
tumor without malignant potential; therefore, prognosis 
is typically excellent following surgical excision.[7] When 
patients do undergo surgical resection, one of the main goals 
is to achieve seizure control for the patient.[1]

CONCLUSION

We present a 17-year-old woman who presented 
with seizures and headaches and was found to have 
a mass in the left temporal lobe. Imaging findings 
demonstrated a densely calcified mass on CT and 
heterogeneous predominately hypointense signal on 
T1-weighted images. After experiencing progressive 
headaches, the mass was partially resected and was 
pathology proven meningioangiomatosis. The patient 
did well postoperatively with improvement in symptoms. 
Meningioangiomatosis is an important differential 
consideration as imaging findings can be variable and 
overlap with other diagnoses, but the treatment and 
outcomes are unique compared to other similar etiologies.
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Figure  3: A 17-year-old woman with meningioangiomatosis 
presented with seizures and persistent headache and dizziness. 
Hematoxylin and eosin stained tissue sample demonstrated (a) 
innumerable and confluent psammoma bodies (blue arrows) 
intimately associated with (b) extensive fibrotic bundles (red 
asterisks) as well as (c) perivascular proliferation of spindle 
cells (green arrows), which are characteristic findings of 
meningioangiomatosis.
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Figure  4: A 17-year-old woman with meningioangiomatosis 
presented with seizures and persistent headache and dizziness. (a) 
Brain MRI T2 image revealed a CSF-filled hyperintense resection 
cavity (arrow) in the anterior left temporal lobe. (b) Brain MRI 
post-contrast T1-weighted image demonstrated irregular residual 
enhancement (arrow) intercalated with the middle cerebral artery 
consistent with residual disease.
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